Product Results
FitLine Restorate
“I have been testing the FitLine products for 3 months. I‘ve never been a fan of testing and always thought
it doesn’t do anything anyway. I was that much more astonished about the properties of FitLine. I train
daily for 5-6 hours. When I take Restorate at night, the next day I feel like I‘ve been reborn. Throughout the
day, I use the PowerCocktail and Fitness-Drink. I can only recommend them.”
Karin Kennel
“I have always been athletic. Today I still work out for around 2 – 2 1/2 hours a day. I used to often get
cramps in bed after I had been Nordic walking and thought I was getting old. Then my hairdresser happened to tell me about FitLine and I heard that Restorate is very good for sleep. I thought I slept well at
night, but would try it anyway. The great thing about it is, I have no more cramps. “
Hans Mäder
“I am an ambitious triathlete and run marathons. Three years ago I stopped, because I was pregnant. After
the pregnancy I wanted to get started again and was actually running quite well, but I could not regenerate and my legs were always acidic. At some stage I bumped into someone who pressed to sachets into
my hand and said, ‘Try this.’ That was in June 2012. During training I quickly noticed, that my legs were not
acidic any more. I was able to train really well and won one competition after the next towards the end of
the year, including the half marathon in Basel, Switzerland. Meanwhile I have ‘infected’ a lot of other people
too and achieved such good results that I say to everyone involved in sports, ‘Try it, you will gain power
and know what it means to be truly fit’.”
Nicole Moscioni
“My 16-year old son plays football. He always joked about me and my vitamins. But he was the first to use
Restorate, just because he noticed that he had a faster regeneration phase with it. By now all three kids are
using the products. It’s a great thing and I would recommend it to everyone.”
Alexandra Benone
“Since taking Restorate at night, my acid-alkaline metabolism has been balanced, even when doing intensive sports. I’m sleeping better and recovering more quickly.”
Theresia Feller
“If I don’t take Restorate at night, I notice it the next day. Since I do a lot of sports and teach, I additionally
use the Fitness-Drink. That product is sensational, particularly since it is well tolerated by the stomach. I am
very satisfied!”
Lars Lang
“In January 2012 I started with FitLine, but initially only to satisfy my colleague. But I immediately noticed a
difference. I can sleep great with Restorate. As a result of these great successes, I stuck with it.”
Toni Califano
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“Thanks to FitLine Restorate I can regenerate better over night. After going to my Fitnessstudio I also enjoyRestorate for quick rgeneration.”
Rainer Haack from Teisendorf, , Germany
“Restorate is my absolute favorite product. Since I’ve been drinking it regularly before going to bed I sleep
much more restfully.”
Susan Arndt, Brackenheim, Germany
“I especially love Restorate as my negative tendencies have all gone, I am much fitter and more rested
than I used to.”
Bettina Lämmle from Switzerland
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